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Summary

Artist Hans Holbein the Younger (1498–1543)  

Title English: Portrait of a falconer.

Nederlands: Portret van een valkenier.

Alternate titles:

Nederlands: Portret van een 28-jarige valkenier (zie Bron hieronder).

Nederlands: Portret van een 27-jarige man met een valk

Date 1542
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(Inventory)

Medium oil on panel

Dimensions 24.6 × 18.8 cm (9.7 × 7.4 in)

Current location Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis  

Accession number 277

Object history
by 1649 (?): Charles I of England, England

1713: acquired by William III of Orange, Het Loo Palace, Apeldoorn

Date unknown: Schilderijenzaal Prins Willem V (Picture Gallery Prince William V), The Hague

Date unknown: transferred to the Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, The Hague

Inscriptions Date and age of sitter: †15//42† // ·ANNO·ETATIS·// · SUÆ·XXVII·

References RKDimages, Art-work number 38529 (http://explore.rkd.nl/nl/explore/images/38529), as Portret van

een 27-jarige man met een valk.

Source/Photographer www.geheugenvannederland.nl (http://www.geheugenvannederland.nl/?/nl/items/MAU01:277)

Other versions

Version from 10.000

Meisterwerke der Malerei.

Licensing:

This is a faithful photographic reproduction of a two-dimensional, public domain work of art. Such reproductions are in the

public domain in the United States. In other jurisdictions, re-use of this content may be restricted; see Reuse of PD-Art

photographs for details. The work of art itself is in the public domain for the following reason:

This work is in the public domain in the United States, and those countries with a copyright term of life

of the author plus 100 years or less.

This file has been identified as being free of known restrictions under copyright law, including all related and neighboring rights.

(http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/mark/1.0/deed.en)
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This page was last modified on 18 June 2013, at 12:43.

Text is available under the Creative Commons Attribution/Share-Alike License; additional terms may apply.

By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.

You cannot overwrite this file.
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File usage on other wikis
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Metadata

This file contains additional information, such as EXIF metadata, probably added from the digital camera or scanner used to

create or digitize it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details may not fully reflect the modified file. The

timestamp is only as accurate as the clock in the camera and may be completely wrong.

Orientation Normal

File change date and time 09:50, 8 April 2009

Unique image ID C98BAEF376F248B685870DB3B75E0AF6

Software used Microsoft Windows Photo Gallery 6.0.6001.18000

JPEG file comment CREATOR: gd-jpeg v1.0 (using IJG JPEG v62), quality = 100
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